
How to design the perfect 
engagement ring.



Engagement rings are one of the first big jewelry purchases that a couple makes, and 
the importance of that decision can put a lot of pressure on the person shopping for 
the ring. Designing a custom engagement ring allows you to create a piece as excep-

tional as the person that receives it. However, there are a lot of things to consider before 
beginning the process and it can feel overwhelming if you don’t know where to start. At llyn 
strong fine art jewelry our team of artists helps guide you at every step along the way to 
ensure an easy and fun process creating the perfect engagement ring. This article will help 
inform you before your consultation and give you some things to consider during your plan-
ning.

Allow plenty of time to design and create the perfect engagement ring. Making a custom 
engagement ring takes about 4 to 12 weeks from deposit to finished piece, depending on 
intricacy and current work load. There are several stages during the process where your 
approval is required before moving forward, so be sure to respond as quickly as possible to 
emails and phone calls to help us meet your deadline. If you have already made plans for a 
specific date, let us know as soon as possible so that we can do our best to accommodate 
your timeline.

One of the first things to consider when designing a custom engagement ring is your 
budget. With custom work we can be more flexible and do our best to create your vision 
within your budget. There are several costs involved in creating a custom engagement ring 
which we break down for you at the time of your consultation.

CAD/Print/Cast- our cad technician, Kate Worthen, will build the ring in a Computer 
Aided Design (CAD) program. We will print a wax model of the ring on our 3D wax 
printer which can take up to several days depending on the size and intricacy of the 
design. The wax is then sprued up and invested to make a plaster mold and the wax 
is burnt out of the mold in our kiln overnight. Finally, we cast the metal into the mold 
using our induction casting machine.
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Cost Components:
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Metal Weight – we weigh gold and platinum in pennyweights (abbreviated dwt) 
which are 1/20 of an ounce to determine the cost of the metal. 

Gemstones and/or diamonds – the price of gemstone(s) and/or diamond(s) we 
provide for your ring.

Stone setting – The labor involved in securing diamond/gemstones in the ring.

Optional Expenses:
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Fabrication – The labor involved in assembling parts (two tone ring for example)

Engraving – a date or phrase inside the shank or decorative engraving 



You and your partner can be 
as involved in the process 
as you like. Many couples 

now choose to complete the whole 
process together, or have one party 
complete the process in secret. It 
is completely up to you as to how 
you decide to approach this aspect 
of the design. If you decide to keep 
the ring a total secret, be ready to do 
research about your partner’s per-
sonal style, other jewelry they wear, 
color preferences and finger size. If 
you want your partner to be involved 
at the beginning stages of design 
they can help select a stone and advise you about their preferences. This could be the extent 
of their involvement or they could continue with you as you review renders and come in to 
try on the casting. Even if they view the renders and casting, this will still allow them to be 
surprised by the finished piece.

Estimating the finger size for a surprise engagement ring isn’t as straight-forward as you 
might think. Many people don’t realize that every finger is a different size and several factors 
can influence the fit of a ring. The dominant hand (right or left) is generally about half a size 
larger than the non dominant hand. So, if you borrow a ring to check the size, be sure to 
notice which hand and finger they wear it on. The width of a ring will effect how it feels on 
the finger- wider styles fit more tightly than narrow bands in the same size. Weather can 
also effect the fit as our bodies tend to swell in the heat and get smaller in the cold. If the 
finger size is unknown we usually recommend leaving a plain space at the back of the shank 
to allow for sizing. When estimating a size we suggest erring on the slightly larger size so 
they are able to wear it when you propose.





The most important part, and first 
step, of designing an engagement 
ring is selecting your center stone. 

The stone you choose can help dictate the 
design based on its shape and size. Our 
in house Graduate Gemologist, Sydney 
Strong, helps guide and educate you 
during this part of the process. The most 
popular choice for a center stone is a 
diamond because of their hardness (they 
do not scratch) and their brilliance. While 
you are likely familiar with a traditional 
diamond there are lesser known types as 
well. Traditional diamonds are graded and 
their value is determined by the following 
characteristics:

Cut – The cut (proportions, symmetry, and polish) of a stone determines not only its over-
all shape but also how a diamond’s facets interact with light. Stone cuts such as round, 

oval, cushion, radiant, or princess will have lots of small facets making them the most bril-
liant or sparkly, while cuts like emerald or step have fewer and larger facets displaying fewer 
but more intense flashes rather than sparkle. 

Color – In traditional diamonds the less color (or the closer it is to colorless) the higher 
the grade. Even the slightest yellow or brown hint can make a dramatic difference in 

value.

Clarity - Clarity references the number, size and position of inclusions and blemishes in 
the stone. A diamond with fewer and less noticeable inclusions will have higher clarity.

Carat – Carat is a measure of weight, not size. This means two diamonds can be the 
same weight while looking very different depending on proportions.
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Diamond Grading Scale



Nontraditional diamonds tend to be unusual shapes and colors so they are not grad-
ed the same as traditional diamonds.  Many nontraditional diamonds are rosecut, 
meaning they are flat on the bottom and faceted across the top, and rosecuts can be 

found in many different shapes including but not limited to round, oval, cushion and pear-
shape. Despite colorless flawless diamonds being marketed as “ideal”, diamonds can be 
found in just about any color and opacity. They can be found in multitudes of neutral greys 
and browns, black or “salt and pepper” (which have mostly white body color and speckles of 
black inclusions), yellows, reds, and rare pinks, greens, and blues. Opacity can range from 
transparent, allowing light to penetrate the stone, to completely opaque, allowing no light 
through such as a black diamond. These less traditional diamonds are a great option for 
anyone who wants the durability of a diamond but is looking for something more unique.

black diamond

rosecut diamonds



Colored gemstones are alternative options to 
diamonds and there are different options to 
consider when selecting the perfect stone. 

Durability is one of the most important things to think 
about when selecting a colored stone for an engage-
ment ring. Sapphire, though significantly less hard than 
a diamond, is the next most durable gemstone and a 
good option for everyday wear in an engagement ring. 
Sapphires (also known by their mineral family corun-
dum) are not all blue and can be found in almost every 
color of the rainbow, giving you a wide range of colors 
to select from. Rubies are also part of the corundum 
family and are an excellent choice for a center stone. 
Garnet, tourmaline, and beryl are other gemstone op-
tions that may not be as durable as sapphire or diamond, but could be suitable for an en-
gagement ring with special care and attention. Soft and/or porous gemstones, such as opal, 
pearl, and turquoise, are highly sensitive to heat and moisture making them less ideal for an 
engagement ring. All colored gemstones will abrade with wear and may require re-polishing 
and re-setting after several years of regular wear. Often, the main reason behind selecting 
a colored gemstone as your center stone would be color. If there is a specific color you are 
interested in we can provide gemstone suggestions for the most durable stone in that col-

or. Colored gemstones are available in the 
same cuts as diamonds, though they have 
varying levels of brilliance determined by the 
refractive index of the minerals.



After selecting the center stone, it is time to think about the design of the ring. A ring is 
comprised of two main parts: the head and the shank. The head is located at the top 
center of the ring and contains the setting and main stone(s). Popular head styles 

are solitaire (one main stone), three stone (main stone with an accent stone on each side), 
and halo (main stone with small stones- usually diamonds – around the outline of the main 
stone). The shank is the part of the ring that encircles the finger. It is sometimes referred to 
as the band but this more accurately describes a ring that doesn’t have a head (like a wed-
ding band).

3 stone head solitare head

halo head



Within the head you have the setting, which is the 
part that physically holds the stone. The two 
main setting styles are bezel and prong which 

each have several variations to choose from. A bezel is a 
wall of metal and goes around the edge of the stone and 
folds over slightly to hold the stone in place. A bezel can 
be complete or partial depending on the design. Rings with 
bezel set mountings tend to be more modern as they have 
a sleek, smooth edge. This is the most secure setting for 
a stone though it does conceal slightly more of the stone 
than prong setting. Prongs are tines of metal that hold the 
stone. Typically, the number of prongs ranges from 4-8 
depending on the size and cut of the stone but we rec-
ommend at least 6 to ensure durability and security. If 4 
prongs are desired we usually suggest double prongs (two 
slightly smaller prongs right next to each other) for added 
security. Another type of prong setting is called a V-prong 
which is used for stones that have a sharp point such as a 
pear shape or marquis to best protect the point.

bezel setting

partial bezel setting

6 prong setting

v-prong setting



Accent stones have more setting options such as bead setting, channel setting, and 
flush setting. Bead setting is used for a line of small stones where there are two tiny 
prongs between each stone that are shared. This style is used for the setting in ha-

los and many times when stones are set down the shank of a ring. Channel setting is where 
a row of stones is held in place by two raised edges of metal on each side with almost no 
space between the stones. Flush setting is when stones are set directly into a metal surface. 
More clearance around the edges of the stone is required than other setting styles, and the 
depth of the stone can limit where stones can be flush set. We always give our recommen-
dations about setting based on the type and shape of the stone and where it will be posi-
tioned in the ring.

bead setting side stones channel setting

flush setting



Shanks have several different styles to choose from as well. The shank on a typical en-
gagement ring is usually straight, but other options include bypass, wrap, and organic. 
A straight shank is the same width all the way around and allows for other bands to 

be worn with it easily. We recommend at minimum shanks be 2mm thick (off the finger) and 
2mm wide (across the finger) to hold up to daily wear. Bypass shanks have each arm of the 
shank wrap around the center stone, one going around the north edge of the stone and the 
other going around the south edge. Wrap shanks are comprised of 2 or more straight bands 
that cross one another to give the appearance of a long piece of metal wrapping around the 
finger multiple times. Organic shanks can come in many variations but they typically break 
from the standard shape of a ring and utilize wavy or irregular edges. When choosing what 
head and shank styles to use it is important to keep design in mind. As artists, our team can 
advise you based on what relates best to the stone, the described style of the wearer, and 
the overall visual aspect of the ring.

wrap shank

organic shank bypass shank

straight shank



One of the most appealing parts of creating a custom engagement ring is the ability 
to make it very personal. Since we make every piece totally start to finish there are 
lots of opportunities to add personal touches to the design. Unless the engagement 

ring is going to be a true solitaire style, details can be added in a variety of ways, the most 
common of which is side stones. Stones can be added one on each side of the center stone 
to create a 3-stone head, down the shank partially or all the way around, in the undergallery 
of the center stone (sometimes called a peekaboo setting), or scattered in pattern on the 
shank. 

Diamonds are the most common stones to add to increase the sparkle, but colored stones 
can be used as well. Including a birth stone or favorite color as an accent stone is a great 
way to personalize a ring, but with an engagement ring that is worn daily, the durability and 
placement of stones should be taken into account (for example putting an emerald at the 
very back of the shank where it gets the most wear is not recommended because they are 
very brittle stones). Another common way to incorporate accent stones is in a halo around 
the center stone. Halos are very popular because they add a lot of sparkle and can be used 
to make the center stone look larger.

stone in undergallery

sapphire accent stones



While simple and sleek designs are certainly popular for engagement rings, many 
people choose to add pattern or details in the undergallery and on the shank. 
Under the center stone there is space to add small letters or symbols significant 

to the wearer. This placement is relatively hidden and cannot be seen from a top down view, 
which is appealing to people who want to keep a minimal look. In the past we have done 
many different images in this area such as a crescent moon for a couple who said ‘I love 
you to the moon and back’, a mountain range for a couple who got engaged in the moun-
tains, and a tennis net design for a couple who play tennis together. We also often put ini-
tials here, though we do our best to incorpo-
rate them as a design element so they don’t 
stand out as letters.

intial in undergallery

mountain in undergallery

tennis net in undergallery



There is more room to add details on the shank in the form of patterns (two common 
styles we use are the ‘llyn’ pattern which consists of spirals and more organic shapes 
and ‘bits and pieces’ pattern which is made up of small squares and rectangles that 

create a cobblestone effect). Personal imagery can be hidden in pattern so they don’t stand 
out as much for a more subtle touch. One couple who loved to fish together had us add a 
small spiral fish to the ‘llyn’ pattern in their engagement ring.

Most of our detail is added during the CAD step in our process, where each piece is 
built in the 3d computer program that we use called MatrixGold. Because these ele-
ments must hold up through casting and polishing they have to be built at a certain 

size. For a more subtle and soft appearance hand engraving can add beautiful detail to a 
piece. Most commonly used to add an inscription to the interior of a wedding band, hand en-
graving can also add patterns or symbols to the outside of a ring. Hand engraving can also 
enhance patterns built in CAD such as adding lines to feathers or leaf elements.



When thinking about detail in an engagement ring consider the style of the wearer. 
Is their style more vintage (small and intricate detail, hand engraving, milgrain or 
beaded edges), modern (clean edges, more architectural and geometric), or funky 

(bold pattern and colors)? Also consider their lifestyle and activity level. Nurses and other 
professionals who wear latex gloves may have a hard time with designs that have lots of 
stones or large decorative elements that extend from the shank. While we always recom-
mend removing rings during weight lifting, gardening, and other hands on activities we real-
ize that doesn’t necessarily happen so considering the wearer’s activity level is important. If 
they are hard on jewelry or work with their hands having small stones around the back of the 
shank can be problematic as they will loosen or even chip and break faster than normal.

vintage style modern style

funky style



Another stylistic choice to consider is how the wedding band will be worn with the 
engagement ring. If the center stone on the engagement ring is sitting as low as pos-
sible, and the mounting extends beyond the edges of the shank, then the band must 

contour (or follow the edge of the engagement ring as it changes shape) to fit it. Contour 
bands typically are straight 
along the back and have a 
“C” shape at the top where it 
wraps around the head of the 
engagement ring. This type 
of band is made to fit exactly 
around the engagement ring 
and is not worn on its own. 
If the intention is to eventu-
ally solder the wedding set 
together, then contour bands 
can be a great option to help 
keep a nice low profile. How-
ever, many women for one 
reason or another choose to 
wear just their wedding band 
without the engagement ring 
occasionally. Because of the 
shape, contour bands can look a little strange when worn without the ring they are designed 
to fit, so a straight or flat band can be a good option depending on the wearer’s preferences. 
In order to accommodate a straight wedding band the head of the engagement ring must 
sit on top of the shank (as opposed to down as low as possible) so that the band can slide 
under the center stone and sit flush with the shank.  

The band can also be wider so that it extends to or past the edges of the center stone to 
create a flat edge. The benefits to having a straight wedding band are that it can be worn 
separately, it can be stacked with other bands, and if it spins on the finger there is no real 
‘top’. Apart from the shape of the band there are other design options to consider. Eternity 
bands are one popular example, where stones wrap all the way around the band. This style 
is nice because it adds a lot of sparkle to the wedding set and it doesn’t matter if it spins 
on the finger since the stones go all the way around. This style can be more difficult to 



adjust the size down the road but it is possible. Bands can also have pattern or texture to 
add visual interest and tie the design back to elements in the engagement ring to create 
a cohesive set. Most couples work together to design the bands so you can consult your 
partner on their preferences, but determining if they would prefer a straight or contoured 
band is helpful when designing the engagement ring.



Aside from the center stone, the color of the 
metal is a big part of the overall look of the 
engagement ring. We at llyn strong typical-

ly work in 18 karat white, yellow, and rose gold or 
platinum for wedding jewelry. 18k gold is an alloy 
where 18 parts out of 24 are pure gold and the 
remaining 6 parts are other metals to change the 
color (nickel gives white gold its color and copper 
is used in rose gold for example) and increase the 
durability. 14K is another popular option that we 
can use by request, but changing to this karat gold 
will not have a huge impact on the price of the ring. 
Aside from gold, platinum is the next most com-
mon material for wedding jewelry.

When trying to decide between platinum or white gold there are several things to 
consider. Nickel is one of the most common metal allergies and is found in white 
gold alloys where as platinum is hypoallergenic. People are typically aware of met-

al sensitivities so be sure to check with your partner when considering the metal for their 
ring. Platinum is softer than white gold but tougher. Think of leather versus glass- platinum 
will scratch more easily (and for this reason it doesn’t hold a high polish as well as white 

18k rose gold

18k white gold

platinum

18k yellow gold
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gold) but it will bend more easily where white gold is more likely to snap or break. Historical-
ly, platinum has been more expensive than gold. It has a higher specific gravity so the same 
ring will weigh more in platinum than white gold. However, the cost depends on the market 
and in the past year or so the lower market value of platinum compared to white gold has 
balanced out the weight disparity making them about the same cost when it comes to rings. 
White gold is usually rhodium plated. Rhodium is in the platinum family of metals and is 
used to plate over metals to give them a bright white finish. Rhodium plating is very com-
mon in the industry and needs to be done every 1-2 years to maintain an even finish. 

Sterling silver, while a popular choice for lots of jewelry, is not a material that we recommend 
for wedding sets. It is not as durable as gold or platinum, and for a ring that is worn daily it 
doesn’t have the same longevity. 

While we offer our custom process for men’s jewelry in gold and platinum as well, many 
men consider alternative materials such as titanium, stainless steel, or carbon fiber for 
their wedding bands. While we don’t work in any of these in our studio, we do carry an artist 
who makes beautiful bands in stainless steel and titanium some of which have carbon 
fiber accents. These materials are a great choice for every day wear in terms of durability, 
but there are some less practical aspects to be aware of.  Since we (and most jewelers) 
do not work in these metals we cannot adjust the size, and would have to ship the ring to 
the artist for modifications which can take several weeks. They also cannot be cut off the 
finger without going to the hospital. We always recommend removing rings when doing 
heavy work with your hands, but for these especially it can be dangerous if something 
happens that causes the finger to start swelling (jamming a knuckle, or breaking a finger for 
example).



While we don’t recommend it, we can also reuse old gold from family jewelry. Many 
people inherit or are gifted jewelry to use toward the creation of engagement or 
wedding rings and the sentimentality can be appealing. However, it can cause 

some issues during production. Even the same karat of gold can be alloyed differently so 
combining an unknown with our usual 18k can create small pits in the surface during the 
casting process. We always disclose this possibility when asked about reusing family gold 
to let the customer know that they will have to accept the risk to move forward. We cannot 
combine different karats or colors of gold when melting down for casting. We do offer scrap 
credit for gold that can be applied to the cost of the piece.



Many people have little to no experience 
with jewelry when starting this journey, 
so don’t feel intimidated. The best way 
to get started is to contact us and set 
up a consultation. At the consultation 
we will go over these points with you 
to get an overall idea of the design and 
your budget. Next, we order in stones 
for you to select from, finish the design 
and figure the final quote, and take the 
deposit. Then we produce the CAD 
renderings for your approval, print the 
wax, and make the metal casting for 
you to come see and approve in person. 
Finally, we set the stones and finish 
the ring.  The process is fluid and there 
are chances to make changes and 
adjustments along the way. Whenever 
you are ready to begin, the team at llyn 
strong fine art jewelry are here to help.

Contact us today and start designing 
the perfect engagement ring.

864-233-5900
info@llynstrong.com

llynstrong.com
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